Abstract. This paper proposes an optimization method for the design of large scale confederation based BGP networks. We propose a graph based model and an associated metric to evaluate the reliability of large scale autonomous systems. We propose and validate an effective methodology to find the optimal design for a given physical topology. According to our experiments, we consider that replacing the traditional IBGP topology by an appropriate confederation design could increase at the same time the scalability and the reliability into the domain. Our work might be a step further towards a large scale confederation deployment.
Introduction
The confederation topology is one solution to control IBGP scalability into a large Autonomous System. Although, some general guidelines propose to follow the physical topology and use a hub-and-spoke architecture [9] , a dedicated analytical design methodology has not yet been developed. This issue is of extreme importance for large networks and complex topologies. Questions such as "how many sub-AS do we need?" and "where is the border of each sub-AS?", do not have answers based on a theoretical approach.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the BGP protocol and highlights the scalability problem and the current approaches to deal with. Section 3 presents the requirements of confederation reliability and gives hints for optimal confederation design. Section 4 presents a network model and proposes metrics and constraints to create a confederation framework. Solving of the reliability-aware design problem together with implementation and experimental results are in section 4 as well. Section 5 concludes the paper.
BGP Protocol and Scaling Large ASs
Today's Internet is structured according to separate administrative domains, called autonomous systems ASs, where each has its own independent routing policies. The Internal Gateway Protocol IGP is responsible for packets forwarding within a domain. The Border gateway protocol BGP is currently the de facto standard protocol for inter domain routing in the Internet. The routers running BGP are called speakers, and a neighbor connection (also referred as peer connection) can be established between two speakers over TCP. If the two speakers are within the same AS, BGP is called internal BGP (IBGP), while two speakers residing in two different ASs and directly attached by a physical segment can established a BGP session and in this case we have an external BGP session (EBGP). The speakers using EBGP are called border routers. Figure 1 shows an example of three ASs, the nodes represent BGP speakers and the solid lines represent physical links. We have two EBGP sessions between A and Q and between B and P, which are border routers, and six IBGP sessions forming a logical full mesh. The border routers A and B inform all the speakers within the domain (by IBGP) about the reachable network addresses outside the domain (learned by EBGP).
Fig. 1. IBGP and EBGP
EBGP speakers can detect routing loops by the AS-path BGP attribute. But inside the AS, a full mesh of IBGP sessions between speakers is required. The problem with the IBGP mesh is that it is not scalable. If a mesh between n routers has to be deployed, each router handles concurrently n − 1 sessions. As n grows, routers with higher CPU power and larger memory are required to process and maintain routing information. To solve the IBGP scalability problem, the network community has proposed two practical approaches: Route Reflection and confederation [3] .
The route reflection method elects some routers to be route reflectors, and then clusters are formed by assigning clients to each route reflector. The full mesh is only required between reflectors and each client only communicates with its reflector. This method has advantages such as low migration complexity because there is no need to reconfigure all the routers, and it supports hierarchical structures.
The underlying idea of the confederation is to divide a large AS into a number of smaller autonomous systems, called member AS or sub-AS. Each sub-AS will have a different AS number. The direct consequence is that External BGP sessions must be deployed between them. This sessions are called intra confederation EBGP sessions, because they are slightly different of the regular EBGP sessions. Inside each sub-AS, a full IBGP mesh is required, but we can also deploy a route reflection architecture.
